Shell V-Power®

Premium Gasoline

REMOVES UP TO 100% OF PERFORMANCE-ROBBING DEPOSITS TO REJUVENATE YOUR ENGINE’S PERFORMANCE.*

* In gasoline direct injection engine fuel injectors with continuous use.
The unique deposit-eradicating technology in Shell V-Power® NiTRO+ TARGETS AND DESTROYS DEPOSITS and protects against future build-up in the most critical part of the engine, the fuel injector.

The above photo is a demonstration tool using air forced onto thermal paper. The image on the left shows how the buildup of deposits in gasoline direct injection fuel injectors can have a disruptive effect on the spray into the combustion chamber—this means your engine is no longer operating under optimal conditions. The image on the right depicts a clean fuel injector where the spray is even. Using Shell V-Power® NiTRO+ REMOVES up to 100% of DEPOSITS—freeing the flow of fuel so you get optimal burn for peak performance, and a revitalized cleaner engine.

Shell V-Power® NiTRO+ continues to provide our best protection against WEAR and FRICTION and unbeatable protection against CORROSION.

Go to shell.us/vpower to learn more.